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We showed previously that if Dictyostelium discoideumcells are sucked up into a small glass capillary with
air at one end and plugged with mineral oil at the other, a sharp band of fast moving cells with prestalk
characteristics formed within a minute at the air end of the cell mass. We now demonstrate that oxygen
inside the capillary is responsible for the initiation and positioning of the sharp division line between
prestalk-like and prespore-like cells, and that the length of the prestalk zone is regulated by the oxygen
concentration. Our results are comparedto a quantitative theory, showing good agreementwith the experiments.
We also discuss the relevance of these observationsto the differentiation of prestalk and prespore zones in
normal slugs and the origins of polarity in this organism.

Introduction
In an earlier paper we showed that if Dictyostelium
discoideum cells are drawn up into a smaIl capillary so
that there is mineral oil at one end of the cell mass
and air at the other, there follows a very rapid formation
of two zones separatedby a sharp division line (Bonner
et al 1995). The cells in the zone nearestthe air (which
we will call the anterior zone) immediately form
pseudopods,and in time lapse photographyshow vigorous
spiral and circular motion, while the cells in the zone
at the oil end (posterior) becomerounded and quiescent.
Cells containing the green fluorescent protein (GFP)
under the control of a stalk specific promoter synthesized
GFP in the anterior zone over .the course of an hour,
clearly showing the translation of this protein in the
region appropriateto the promoter. They also synthesized
alkaline phosphatase in the anterior zone, an enzyme
known to be stalk-cell specific.
Here we provide a direct demonstration that oxygen
is the gas responsible,and give theoretical reasonswhy
a simple gas gradient is sufficient to explain the position
of the division line. In the discussionwe will show that

these facts .might have a direct bearing on how the
division line is establishedduring normal slug migration
in air.

2. Materials and methods
Strains
The basic experiments were carried out as previously
described using D. discoideum NC-4 grown on
Escherichia coli B/r (Bonner et al 1995). D. discoideum
R19 is deleted for the cARl (Sun and Devreotes 1991)
and cAR3 (Johnson et al 1993) receptors (gift of P
Devreotes).
~
2.2 Capillaries
The glass capillaries were purchased from Vitro Dynamics, Inc., Rockaway, NJ and were of uniform 47 Ilm
or 100Ilm inside diameter. Where noted, capillaries
drawn from a Pasteurpipette were also used.
2.3 Differentiation in capillaries
The experimentalproceduresare essentially as described
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with a range from 63-130 ~m (n = 23), in experiments
where the posterior zone lengths vary widely, from
touched to the anterior or posterior of young slugs. The 30-1750 ~m-an almost 60-fold range compared to a
cells were drawn up into the capillary using a mouth slightly over 2-fold range. These data are plotted as per
pipette. For those experimentswith uniform ill capillaries cent anterior length versus total length in figure 1. The
(figure 1), one end of the capillary was immediately hyperbolic decreasein per cent anterior length suggests
sealed with oil and the entire capillary then placed under that the length of the anterior zone is unaffected by the
an oil droplet for time-lapse observations. Under these length of the posterior zone for long cell masses.This
conditions the posterior zone abuts the oil whilst the is not in agreementwith our earlier results, where hand
anterior zone contains a small air reservoir, also capped drawn capillaries of variable diameter were used.
by an oil droplet. For experiments in which the oxygen
If a series of cell massesat the small end of the scale
levels were controlled, the air end of the capillary was (approximately100 ~m or less) are considered,the entire
left open to a larger air chamber (see figure 2). For cell mass showed the characteristicsof an anterior zone
experiments with two competing anterior zones, both (figure 1). On the other hand, if the cell masseswere
ends contain small air pockets in a capillary under oil.
roughly in the length range of 120-250~m, a division
In all casesthe capillary was immediately observed with line would form which gave a large anterior zone coma 16 x objective. Images were recorded by time-lapse pared to the posterior zone. An interesting aspect of
videomicroscopy. D. discoideum R19 cannot aggregate these intermediate size cell masses was that they did
or form a slug. Capillary experiments were performed not form a division line in approximately a minute, as
with this strain by touching capillaries to a feeding front is the case for larger cell masses, but sometimes took
of amoebaegrowing on E. coli Bli.
up to 20 min. The time to establish the boundary was
inversely proportional to the length of the cell mass,
with the shorter ones taking longer to form a clear
3. Results
boundary. We return to a discussion of this result later.
previously (Bonner et al 1995). Hand drawn or manu-

factured capillaries

of uniform

internal diameter were

Patterning in capillaries of constant inside
diameter

3.2 Direct demonstration that oxygen determines the
position of the division line

We have repeated our 1995 protocol with capillaries of
uniform inside diameter. Under these conditions, the Capillaries containing Dictyostetium cells were attached
length of the anterior zone remains relatively constant, to a coverslip in a small chamber whose oxygen con-
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Figure 1. The percentage of anterior cclls as a function of
the length of the cell mass in uniform capillaries. Inset: theoretical
expectation based on eg. 20. Cells were loaded into capillaries
and sealed from the air with oil at one end (the posterior end)
as described in § 2. (0), Experimental data; (e), computational.

centration could be adjusted (figure 2). If the experiment
was first started with air and then switched to 100%
oxygen, within a few minutes the anterior zone doubled
in length and remained stable for an extended period
(figure 3). If air (21 % oxygen) was reintroduced, the
division line quickly reverted to approximately its original
position (figure 3C). If the per cent oxygen in the larger
ch~mber is plotted against the length of the anterior
zone, a clear relationship between oxygen tension and
anterior zone length is evident (figure 4). These results
are in good qualitative agreement with recent observations
of Sawada et at (1998).
""'These experiments Were repeated with three concentrations of ammonia (10-4, 10-3, 10-2M NH4CI dripped
into I N NaOH) and -4% COr Neither of these gasses
affected the position of the anterior/posterior boundary.

3.3 Oxygen at both ends of the capillary
To this point we have discussed experiments in which
cells were placed in capillaries with air at one end
(anterior zone) and oil at the other (posterior zone). We
have also examined hand-drawn and uniform capillaries
with air at either end. In both cases, not surprisingly,
an anterior zone forms at both ends. In the hand-drawn
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Figure 2. Apparatus employed to vary the oxygen concentrationin the air end of the capillary.

examples (n = 19), anterior zones form rapidly at both
ends. Over the course of an hour or so, the zone at the
wider end of the capillary increasesin length while the
zone at the narrower end decreases(figure 5). The source
of the cells does not matter-aggregating, slug cells,
and R19 cells (see below) have been used-and the
wider end of the capillary differs in diameter from the
narrower by at most a few per cent i.e., it cannot be
measuredon the monitor screen. In contrast, when these
experiments are carried out in uniform capillaries
(n = 11), both zones persist for many hours, until the
cells die.

directly by performing experiments with D. discoideum
R19, a mutant strain deleted for the two early cAMP
receptors,,cAR-1 and cAR-3. Both are known to be
required for signaling and development (Caterina et al
1994; Saxe et al 1993; Sun and Devreotes 1991), and
this strain cannotsignal nor can it aggregate.Nonetheless,
it showed rapid zone formation, confirming the idea that
the establishmentof the anterior/posterior boundary is
indepen~entof the cAMP relay system

3.5 Modeling zone formation

Here we show that a simple model of oxygen diffusion
and consumption can explain the results of figure 1.
Our premise is the simplest plausible one: that a critical
Because the boundary forms within a minute in many threshold concentration of an oxygen gradient is solely
cases,even when the cells have not yet begunto starve, responsible for the location of the division line. To be
it seems unlikely that cAMP signaling playa a role in more precise, we assume that oxygen is supplied from
its establishment,since the major cAMP receptors used the air end, that it diffuses through the space between
early in cell signaling must be synthesized first, and the cells, and that it is consumed at a constant rate by
this takes many minutes. This assumption was tested all the cells in the capillary-a typical source-sinksitu3.4 cAMP sig1:lallingand zone formation
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Figure 4. Anterior length asa function of oxygen concentration
at the anterior end of the capillary.

Figure 3. Increasing the oxygen tension increasesthe length
of the anterior zone. Cells from a young slug were loaded into
a capillary, sealed at the right end with oil, and photographed
at various time intervals. (A) Immediately after the capillary
had been mounted in the apparatusillustrated in figure 2 (c.a.,
20 min). (B) 33 min later and 20 min after the oxygen tension
had been increased to 100%. (C) 7 min after restoring the
oxygen tension to 21% (air). (Bar=100~m.)

a negligible effect on the length of the anterior zone.
That is, the length of this zone should asymptote to a
constant value as the slug length increases (see figure
1, insert). These and other features of our theory are
demonstrated by the construction and analysis of the
simple mathematicalmodel of (1) and (2) (seeAppendix).
We can use our experimentalresults to make numerical
estimates of several quantities of interest. From figure
4, we take the fact that at an air concentrationof 21%
ation. We postulate that diffusion is blocked by the oil.
These assumptionsare embodied in the following general oxygen (Go;r)the anterior length is -100 Jlm, and the
length is twice as long when the oxygen concentration
expressions, and discussed in detail in the Appendix:
is ,5 times higher. The "long capillary" formula [(20),
Appendixl can be used for theseexperiments.This gives,
~o=-kO+D~
(1) approximately, --JD7k= 60 Jlm. If we roughly estimate
at
that D is an order of magnitude'.smallerthan the oxygen
diffusion coefficient in water (yielding 10-6cm2S-I), then
0(0) = G,
(2a, b) this estimate of --JD7k yields the reasonable value of
about half a minute for Ilk. Moreover, the critical °2
~IX=L
level for differentiation (0 c) is about 1/5 the °2 conHere O(x, t) is the oxygen concentration at point x and centrationin air (G"!). Since an exponentiationis involved
in its estimate,our value of 0 clGo;ris not quantitatively
time t, k is the consumption rate, D is the diffusivity,
G is the (fixed) oxygen concentration at the open end reliable; Whatis reliable is the finding that this ratio is
of the capillary (x = 0), and L is the length of the cell considerablyless than unity. With the present parameter
estimateswe deduce from (18) that the capillary length
mass in the capillary.
We further assume that there is a critical oxygen Lc below which slugs are predicted to show no posterior
concentration above which cells become prestalk. Once cell differentiation is Lc= 160Jlm. Solution of the partial
steady state conditions are attained, oxygen consumption differential eq. (1) with appropriate auxiliary conditions
by the cells will be balanced by oxygen inflow from shows, as observed, that shorter slugs take longer to
the air end. The oxygen concentration will have a given reach a steady state (data not sho,wn).In the larger cell
value G at the air end (x = 0) and will continually massesthe total oxygen consumed inside the capillary
decreasewith distance x down the tube. Two qualitative is greater and therefore more rapidly brings down, the
predictions at once emerge: (i) If the length of the oxygen concentration needed to reach the threshold
"capillary slug" is sufficiently short, then for no cells required for division line formation. In the very small
will the oxygen concentration drop below 0 c so that all cell masses,not enough oxygen is consumed to bring
cells should be prestalk. (ii) Once the capillary slug is its concentrationdown to the threshold level, so all the
sufficiently long, lengthening it still further should have cells retain their active, anterior characteristics.

~
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Figure 5. Capillaries with air at both ends. (A) Two anterior
zones c.a., 2 min after loading the capillary. (B-F) , Images
gathered at 60 min intervals thereafter. (Bar = 100 f.lm.)

4. Discussion

4.2 Oxygen as a morphogen that establishespolarity

: Proportions in capillaries and in normal

To continue with our question of how these capillary
experimentsrelate to normal proportioning in slugs, we
argue that while it is well known that numerous

migrating slugs
The question immediately arisesas to how these clear-cut
observations using capillaries bear on the problem of
proportioning during normal development.
It has been known for some time that if preaggregation
cells are stained with a vital dye, the slugs first show
uniform staining, and after variable periods of migration,
while the anterior prestalk cells remained darkly stained,
the posterior prespore cells blanch and show a less
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intense colour (Bonner 1952). Furthermore the size of
the prestalk-presporezones show a proportional relation
in different size slugs (Bonner 1957). This is to be
expected becausethere have been a number of studies
that have shown a roughly proportional relationship
betweenthe number of spores and stalk cells, although
for very small slugs the relative numb.er of spores
decreaseswith decreasingsize (for a review of the earlier
literature, see Bonner 1967). Nanjundiah and Bhogle
(1995) review the more recent literature and give the
most up-to-date evidence of this proportion relationship
in fruiting bodies of increasing size. They plot their
extensive data as we plot ours in figure 1: per cent
stalk cells (the equivalent of our anterior zone length)
against the total cell number (equivalent to the total
length of the cell mass in the capillary) and in their
case the per cent stalk cell levels off in larger fruiting
bodies. Their data is remarkably similar to ours for
fruiting bodies ranging in size between a few and 200
cells. Beyond 200 cells they find the proportion is
constant; however, in capillaries the per cent anterior
length continuesto decreasewith an increase in the total
length (figure I). In other words, for normal fruiting
bodies the spore-stalk proportional relationship remains
for all but the smallest slugs, while, contrary to what
we said in our earlier report (Bonner et at 1995), in
sufficiently long capillaries the anterior length remains
approximately constant regardless of the total length
inside the capillary.
One relevant question that arose from our earlier work
(Bonner et at 1995)was whetheror not presporespecific
pro.teinswere formed in the posterior portions of the
capillary. We find that one diagnos~icprespore marker
(psA message)is not, although if it is present when
cells are loaded into the capillary it is stable in the
anterior, but not the posterior ends. (These experiments,
the work of Keqin Gregg and E C Cox will be published
separately.)This raises the possibility that the posterior
cells do not participate further in the patterning process,
although as we win point out below with reference to
figure 5, they do not act as a barrier for the transmission
of signals from one end of the capillary to the other.

morphogens are involved

in proportioning

in normal

development(DIF, cAMP, calcium, ammonia,adenosine,
and possibly others) (Gross 1994; Kay 1997; Nanjundiah
and Saran 1992),theseare all effectors that act relatively
slowly and require considerabletime to come to a steady
state. From the evidence presented here, and consistent
with the earlier observationsof Sternfeld, oxygen appears
to be an additional morphogen, but it is unique in that
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its effects are immediate: it stimulates the onset of
differentiation, but it is not involved in proportioning.
This rapidity is not only evident from our work, but
also from the experiments of Sawada et al (1988).
Furthermore, when experiments with young slugs uniformly stained with a vital dye are submergedin mineral
oil, in a matter of a minute or so the prestalk and
prespore zones are initiated (Bonner et al 1990). This
means that a rapid lowering of the oxygen tension
stimulates the beginning of prespore formation. Again
there is a rapid oxygen effect-in this case the lowering
of tension-that starts the differentiation process.
Another interesting effect of oxygen is shown in the
experiment reported here where air is placed at both
ends of the cylinder of cells within the capillary (figure
5). If the capillary was of an absolutely even bore, then
both active anterior ends remained constant for an
extended period of time; however, if one end was very
slightly larger than the other, that end persisted and the
active zone at the smaller end disappeared. It is a
well-known property of activator-inhibitor models that
for a suitable range of lengths three different steady
states are possible, two mirror-image states with an
activator concentration that continually decreasesfrom
one end of the tissue to the other, and another state
with an activator peak at both ends and a trough in the
middle. Asymmetries in initial conditions and gradients
in parameterdependencieson distance tend to bias the
selection of the final state toward one of the asymmetric
alternatives (Meinhardt 1982). The observed selection of
polarity in the "two-sided" experimentsis thus presumably
due to the fact that oxygen takes part in an activatorinhibitor relationship. A sufficient gradient in capillary
diameter would trigger pattern selection in any standard
activator-inhibitor model. This raises the possibility that
oxygen establishes polarity. Also, there must be an
exchange of chemical messengersacross the intervening
cells betweenthe opposing anterior ends,clearly showing
that those cells can contribute to the organization of the
entire cell mass within the capillary.
From these facts we put forward the following
hypothesis. Oxygen is the primary morphogen in that it
rapidly sets up the initial polarity in the collect+ve cell
mass. This information is the directional cue for the
proportion generatingmorphogensthat follow. This could
be the mechanismwhich makes it possible for the mound
of cells that accumulates at the end of aggregationto
establish where the tip forms, and the polarity of the
entire cell mass, all necessaryfor the positioning of the
prestalkand presporezonesand the direction of movement
of the slug.
In sum, we present a detailed model that fits the
experimental results faithfully. We show that when air
is present at both ends of the capillary, the anterior
zones form at both ends. However. in hand-drawncapil-

laries which taper slightly, after an hour or two the
wider end wins. These results can be accounted for by
extending our model to give short range activation and
long term inhibition. Such models predict that in capillaries of medium length a small biasing asymmetry can
select the slightly favQred anterior zone, while the two
zones persist if the bias is too weak. We further report
that these initial rapid changes are not dependent on
ammonia, that the posterior zone does not appear to be
prespore,and that these changesare independentof the
cARl and cAR3 receptors.We also have a well formed
view that these rapid oxygen driven changes in cell
morphology precede differentiation, are clearly independent of cAMP receptors, and therefore might well
playa major role in the establishment of polarity in
this organism.
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Appendix
Oxygen consumption
The equations and boundary conditions of our model
are given in (1) and (2a,b). A complete description
requires assignmentof initial conditions (at t =0):
O(X, 0) = f(x),

f(x) given.

(3)

For example, initially the oxygen concentration might
be equal to the given ambient concentration:
O(X, 0) = G.

Solution of (1)-(3) predicts the oxygen concentration at
all subsequenttimes.
To understandthe meaning of k, consider for a moment
a different situation whereina spatially uniform collection
of amoebaeare put in a closed vessel,with initial oxygen
concentration G. The mathematical description of the
oxygen concentrationO(t) is essentially the same as (1),
but since there is no spatial variation the diffusion term
is absent:

~

dt =-kO,

0(0) = G.

The solution to (4) is

(4)
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O(t) = Ge-kl.

(5)

or

{)2=!Q
D

From (5) we see that O(t) reduces to half its initial
value at time t1/2' where
-G
=
2

G e-kt I.

In2

(6)

t'/2=T

Thus Ilk is, roughly, the half-time for the decreasein
oxygen concentration owing to oxygen consumptionby
the cells.
The anterior/posterior boundary
The model contains a number of simplifications. We
expect that the essence of the matter would not be
changed by removing these simplifications, but the details
would. One of the simplifications is the no-flow boundary
condition at the oil or posterior end. A more accurate
treatment would involve calculating oxygen diffusion
through the oil, and at the oil-cell. interface, requiring
the continuity of both the oxygen concentration and the
product of the diffusivity and its derivative.
In certain experiments, however, the no-flux boundary
condition is exactly right. In these, both ends of the
tube are open to the air. One then expects (for uniform
tubes) that there will be symmetry with respect to the
middle of the tube. In particular, the oxygen concentration

lJ2 =

L21D

(9a,b)

Ilk.

Equation (9b) is a biophysical interpretation of c)2.
Roughly, it is the time for an oxygen molecule to diffuse
down the tube (L2/D) divided by the characteristic time
for ox~
decay Ilk.
One can simply think of
c)= L/vD/k
as normalized slug length but it is helpful
to bear in mind that a "long slug" (large c)) is such
that oxygen takes much longer to diffuse down the slug
than the time k- '.
After some time, conditions will reach a steady state
(aN/at = 0). From (8) the shape of the normalized steady
state oxygen profile N(y) is given by
dN~(l)=O.

N(O)=

~=O2N,

dy

(IOa,b,c)

We will make the hypothesis that under steady state
conditions the dividing line x = d between anterior and
posterior cells occurs when the oxygen concentration
falls below a critical value 0 c. In our original variables

x=d.

when 0= °c'

In our normalized variables

°c

dY=L"

when

G

(12)

should be a minimum at the centre, so that indeed
aOlat = 0 at x = L, but now L is half the length of the
capillary. As expected, these experiments show pre-stalk
cells at both ends. The behaviour at each end is essentially
indistinguishable from the behaviour at the open end of
the standard experiments, which is in line with our
expectation that the boundary condition taken at the oil
end is sufficiently accurate.
It is convenient to introduce normalized (dimensionless)
variables. The normalized oxygen concentration N is the
fraction of the ambient concentration. The normalized
distance y is the fraetion of the distance from the tube
opening to the posterior end of the cell slug. Time T
is measured in multiples of Ilk:
N(x, t) =

~G

'

x

=L

ilk

(7)

In terms of thesevariablesthe equations(1) and boundary
conditions (2) become

--~

-

+ 0-2~
~"
dy-

N(O, T) =

aN

ay

(8)

We see that in normalized variables, only a single
parameter () governs the situation. This parameter is
defined by
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T=-!~=-N
=0.

can write (12) in more compact notation:

when N=N

then

c

(

°c
Nc=O'

_!!:.
Yc=L

(13)

)y=yc

Here Yc is the fraction of the slug that is anterior-like.N
c

is

the

ratio

of

the

threshold

concentration

to

the

ambient oxygen concentration.
We wish to determine a formula for Yo. The first step
is to solve (10) for N(y). The solution is
N(y) =.

e"(I-y)+~-I\(I-\')
"
-II
e +e

."

(14)

Upon imposing (13) we obtain a quadratic equation for
elJ(1
-Y). Application of the quadratic formula shows that
this equation has no solution if

(15)
,e., if

0<0,

where

°c = In I

(16a,b)

This meansthat there are no posterior-like cells for short
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tube when 0 < Ox-We expect that Nc« 1, i.e., that (in Bonner J T 1957 A theory of the control of differentiation in
the cellular slime molds; Q. Rev. Bioi. 32 232-246
general) the threshold concentration for conversion to
Bonner J T 1967 The cellular slime molds. Second edition,
posteriorcells is muchless thanthe ambientconcentration.
(Princeton: PrincetonUniv. Press)
In this case, (16b) simplifies to
Bonner J T, Compton K B, Cox E C, Fey P and Gregg K Y
(17)
(}c=ln(~ J
In terms of our original variables, when the slug is
shorter than Lc' where from (17)

L,~-{f

(18)

then the oxygen concentration at the far end of the tube
is greater than 0 c' and 100% of the cells are pre-stalk:Y
c =l .
When /) > /)c (i.e., L > Lc)' d is less than unity, i.e.,
not all the cells are anterior-like. The formula for Yr is
+ e-d) + [Nc2(eJ+ e-d)2-4]]/~

Yc=l-c)-lln

2
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